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Projects take too long

How can we get projects done more quickly with the same or higher quality results?
What project management technique should we use? Why would we use ‘Agile’?
Four Key Elements

- Breaking Down and Estimating Tasks
- Using Visual Management
- Managing Daily Huddles
- Avoiding Common Pitfalls
Too big a task

CREATE POWERPOINT PRESENTATION, WRITE FACILITATOR NOTES & CREATE HANDOUTS FOR CLASS.
Design PowerPoint slides for first section, "What is change?"
Design PowerPoint slides for first section, "What is change?"

Time estimate: 4 HRS
Breaking Down and Estimating Tasks

All the tasks
Organizing tasks

- Ideas (backlog)
- Ready to go
- In progress
- Done

Using Visual Management
A place for cards

Using Visual Management
Digital Cards
Benefits So Far

- Breaking Down and Estimating Tasks
- Using Visual Management
Daily meeting
Celebrations

Managing Daily Huddles
Pitfalls we avoid
Avoiding Common Pitfalls

Did we get better?

How can we get projects done more quickly with the same or higher quality results?
Thank you!

Contact
michael.long@spectrumhealth.org
616-634-7772